
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Valuable enterprise data lives on endpoint devices, changes constantly and flows freely throughout organizations. But what happens 
when that data is inappropriately shared or breached because a business user adopts an unsafe consumer-based sync and share tool? 

According to a recent report from Osterman Research Inc., “Corporate IT faces a tremendous challenge from any file sync and share 
app that does not satisfy enterprise requirements for data protection and IT control over corporate content. Until IT can once again 
regain control of their data, they risk serious regulatory, governance and security issues.”

To maximize visibility and security over corporate data at all times, IT can more quickly and effectively mitigate risk through an 
enterprise-ready sync and share solution. But what really constitutes “enterprise-grade” in today’s slew of options?

To get a second glance from enterprise IT, sync and share solutions must—at a minimum—include the basic business feature sets: 
security, integrations, roles and permissions, audit trails, remote wipe, comprehensive APIs, real-time administration, bandwidth 
controls and de-duplication. 

But because every organization is unique—with different needs, challenges and goals—the true requirement for enterprise sync and 
share lies with flexibility; technology solutions must provide enterprises with options that allow users to work how and where they 
want (so they’ll embrace the tool), while complying with corporate security requirements.

However, an enterprise solution provider building in this type of flexibility for customers isn’t easy, and that’s why it’s a rare find. But it 
does exist. Here, we present the five “must-haves” in enterprise-ready sync and share flexibility.

FIVE MUST-HAVES FOR ENTERPRISE SYNC & SHARE FLEXIBILITY

MUST-HAVE #1: 
CHOICE IN CLOUD STRATEGIES FOR COMPLETE CONTROL OVER DATA 
Three primary cloud deployment strategies are available today for enterprise software—public cloud, private cloud and hybrid cloud. 
However, many file sync and share vendors force enterprises to choose between data security and cloud deployment flexibility; 
they’re either unable or unwilling to give the enterprise both. 
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An enterprise-ready sync and share solution lets organizations choose where their data is stored, regardless of its chosen security 
model. One organization may require public cloud data storage as part of a “100 percent virtual” goal, while another’s security policy 
dictates that encryption keys are stored within the firewall. The ability to choose where data is housed enables IT to easily align data 
management strategies with corporate priorities.

MUST-HAVE #2: 
SECURITY DEPLOYMENT OPTIONS TO COMPLY WITH THE MOST STRINGENT OF POLICIES
Because laptops and mobile devices often are connected to unsecured networks, enterprise sync and share requires a high standard 
of security to ensure data privacy and meet corporate requirements. As a result, sync and share vendors must extend a multi-layered 
approach to security while balancing an enterprise’s need for convenience, flexibility and control.

For instance, whether an enterprise chooses to store data in a public cloud, private cloud or hybrid cloud shouldn’t impact where its 
data encryption keys are stored. These are two separate decisions. To stay compliant with company policies, enterprises need to be 
able to choose where to house encryption keys—either inside or outside the corporate firewall.

According to the Osterman report, most of the file sync and share tools in use today are low-cost, cloud-based solutions that do not 
provide sufficient, enterprise-grade features. While these tools most often work as advertised, they create serious risks for corporate 
governance. 

Content shared using most file sync and share tools is typically not encrypted unless the user specifically installs additional software 
to encrypt the content. Consequently, sensitive or confidential corporate data can be sent over the web and stored—unencrypted—in 
a third party’s cloud data center, possibly exposing it to interception in violation of regulatory obligations, such as the Health Insurance 
Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) or various state data breach statutes.

This situation clearly is unacceptable for sensitive, business data and intellectual property. For the enterprise, synced or shared data 
must be locked down before transport, and remain encrypted in-transit and at rest.

In addition, valid enterprise sync and share solutions offer built-in business features to enable remote wipe and audit trails, and identi-
ty management integrations with directory services and two-factor authentication. 

MUST-HAVE #3: 
OPEN APIS FOR CUSTOMIZATION, VISIBILITY AND CREATIVITY
Open application programming interfaces (API) provide “creative license” to enterprise IT teams. No one knows better than IT the spe-
cific needs of the organization. An open API allows IT to build custom and integrated applications that harness the full value of data 
flowing through the enterprise.

APIs present the ultimate in flexibility for innovative IT teams: how to work with other applications (where unstructured data runs ram-
pant); customization right in the application; and development in the language of choice.

With sync and share, for example, IT teams can leverage an open API to automate user onboarding and offboarding; automate compli-
ance (i.e. search for files); or add “storage” to apps lacking easy versioning. 

MUST-HAVE #4: 
JUST KEEP USERS WORKING
Today’s employees use multiple devices to get their work done. In fact, a recent Forrester Research report found that 66 percent of 
employees now use two or more devices every day. They switch devices throughout the day; to keep working without disruption, they 
need all their data on whichever device they’re using at the moment. 

These mixed environments create new challenges for IT teams—IT admins are now tasked with providing users secure access to 
synced and shared files on any platform, any device and any network. And that’s no easy feat. Users need features like versioning, de-
leted file retention and link sharing–otherwise organizations again battle with employees preferring less-secure, consumer-grade sync 



and share options. But really, who can blame them? No one wants to use an application—that is somehow less than—just because 
you’re now working on a different device or operating system.

Flexibility in sync options lets users work how they want, when they want and with whom they want (inside or outside their organi-
zation) because files sync automatically across all their devices. Features like in-place, continuous sync; cross-platform support; and 
Windows Explorer and Mac Finder integrations give users the simple sync interaction they crave.

MUST-HAVE #5: 
THE NEED FOR SPEEDY SYNC AND SHARE
Let’s face it. If users are slowed down by a sync and share tool, they won’t use it. To give them the speed they need, a major differen-
tiating feature in enterprise-level sync and share is topology-aware network acceleration. This “peer-to-peer sync” capability speeds 
the transport of data by syncing it directly between users and/or their devices before syncing it to the server. This acceleration occurs 
automatically when it is more efficient to transport directly to devices on the same network. 

Additional efficiencies and speed are realized through data de-duplication. Syncing only the changed bytes of data—not the whole 
file—saves bandwidth and speeds the transport of data to all devices. The result? Near-instantaneous file updates for users and re-
duced impact on IT infrastructure. 

SHAREPLAN: POWERFUL COMBINATION OF ENTERPRISE-GRADE 
FEATURES AND FLEXIBILITY 
Code42 spent the last seven years successfully managing and protecting more than four exabytes of endpoint data, in the process 
developing a wealth of knowledge about the best ways to properly manage enterprise data. Code42’s platform is trusted by more 
than 5,000 organizations globally—including some of the biggest brands in the world—to secure the sensitive corporate data and 
intellectual property stored on their endpoint devices. 

A natural next-step to realizing the full value of enterprise endpoint data, Code42 innovated SharePlan—a secure, enterprise-ready 
file sync and share platform that facilitates smart, real-time collaboration across all devices. IT maintains complete visibility and control, 
and users enjoy a solution that just keeps working.

SharePlan provides enterprises with unmatched flexibility and choice—from public and hybrid clouds, to Code42’s managed private 
cloud solution combining the physical security of an on-premises deployment with the management and ease of a public cloud.

Ultimate choice in data control. Choose private, public or hybrid cloud deployments.

Managed Private Cloud option. Maintain physical control of data via an on-premises deployment leveraging Code42’s finely tuned 
appliance, with 24x7 monitoring and support by Code42 Customer Champions.

End-to-end, iron-clad data security. Meet corporate security requirements and rest assured synced and shared data remains secure, 
both in-transit and at rest, using AES 256-bit encryption.

Management and control of corporate information on endpoints. Track data wherever it goes, who has it, and retain ownership of it 
through comprehensive audit trail and remote wipe capabilities.

Integrations with existing directory services and authentication technologies. Extend the current user management system by 
leveraging Open Directory or Active Directory via LDAP, and RADIUS for two-factor authentication.

IT REACHING TO THE EDGES OF THE NETWORK 
With SharePlan, enterprise IT manages and controls the data residing on all endpoints and everywhere in-between.

Real-time access and extended control of data. Easily add, remove and integrate with content stored on endpoints across the 
enterprise. And as users exchange information, integrate additional security software into the data stream to enforce enterprise-level 
corporate data requirements.



Unlimited customizations and configurations. Flex IT’s creative muscle by using an open API—the same one on which SharePlan is built—
to build custom and integrated applications, allowing for real-time user access to corporate information running throughout the enterprise.

Real-time administration and management. Real-time administration console gives full visibility into and control of managed corporate 
content, and makes it easy for one administrator to manage multiple storage sets, servers and clouds for thousands of users across all major 
operating systems and device types (Windows 7/8, Mac OS X, Android and iOS).

Multi-tiered data access controls and policies. Deploy fine-grained yet flexible controls of policies, permissions and user accounts 
in real-time.

USERS WORK WHERE THEY WANT, HOW THEY WANT 
With SharePlan, employees embrace easy-to-use sync and share that runs continuously on all their devices, so they can just keep working.

In-place, continuous, real-time sync. Users continue working in the manner they prefer thanks to integrations with Windows Explorer 
and Mac Finder; there’s no need to manually move data to a separate folder or location for sync and share to occur. And simple, 
intuitive file syncing automatically keeps files current across devices and users.

Consistent user experience across all devices and platforms. With users working on multiple devices throughout the day (desktops, 
laptops, tablets and smartphones), SharePlan’s “device-enthusiastic,” native, cross-platform support allows them to work on whichever 
device they prefer, knowing their data is updated. And all features are available, so they enjoy a consistent user experience across all 
Android, iOS, Mac and Windows devices, and SharePlan’s web-based application.

Intelligent information location. Regardless of where users may move data on the device, SharePlan intelligently—in real-time—
follows the movement of data across a device and locates the information to be synced. 

Unlimited file sync and share. SharePlan imposes no limits on file size, number of files or file types to be synced/shared, unlike 
restraints placed by other tools. 

Efficient, real-time collaboration. SharePlan intuitively seeks the path of least resistance. Its topology-aware network acceleration 
speeds the transport of data on devices on the same network by syncing data directly between users and/or their devices before 
syncing it to the server. We refer to this unique capability as “LAN if you can, WAN if you must.” And SharePlan’s variable block-level 
data de-duplication speeds file syncing because it transmits only new or changed data—not all data.

CONCLUSION
Enterprises shouldn’t have to choose between data security and ease-of-use when it comes to file sync and share. Those are 
requirements for any enterprise application worthy of consideration. The real question: is there enterprise file sync and share that is 
both flexible (gives enterprises a wealth of choice) and enterprise-ready?

The answer is yes. And the answer is SharePlan from Code42. SharePlan heeds the call with unmatched flexibility, choice and enterprise-
readiness for organizations needing to mitigate risk while empowering users with an easy-to-use, intuitive sync and share tool.

Code42 is the endpoint data protection and management company that provides secure, integrated file sharing and backup at work, at home and everywhere in-between. The company’s award-winning products have become the gold 
standard for the enterprise, trusted by more than 30,000 businesses and the most recognized brands in business and education, including Expedia, Procter & Gamble, Harvard, Stanford and Princeton. WP101304
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